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Independent Activity 1 

Work with a partner to complete sections 1 and 2 on this online activity. 

 

http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/16022007/sound_loundness/lesson.html  

 

 

 

Independent Activity 2 

Choose an instrument from the classroom and try to 
change the volume and the pitch.  

 

Copy and complete the sentences below.  

 

Name of Instrument: _________________________________________________________ 

To make this instrument louder I had to__________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

To make the pitch high I had to _________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

To make the pitch low I had to__________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Repeat with a different instrument. 
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http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/16022007/sound_loundness/lesson.html


Guided Activity  

(before the session print and laminate the picture of the sound wave 1 for each child in the group, so that chn can draw on them 
with a whiteboard pen) 

Explain the diagram below and explain that it is the wave to a simple mid-volume, mid-pitch 
sound made on a recorder – then play such a sound. Now make a louder sound of the same 
pitch and explain how the wave would change (the amplitude would be larger but the wave 
length would remain the same). Draw it over the laminated example with a whiteboard 
pen. Repeat, but this time change the pitch. Ask chn to draw what they think the wave 
might look like. Ask them to explain the new wave they have drawn. Take photos as 
evidence and record and assess their understanding. Repeat but with a quiet, high-pitched 
sound. Look for evidence of scientific language in their explanation of their wave.  

Sound Waves 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Amplitude – the larger the amplitude, the louder the sound 

 

Wavelength – the shorter the wavelength, i.e. the higher the frequency 
(number of waves per second) of waves, the higher the pitch 
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